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Kitchenware
A cure for overstuffed cabinets: colanders,
mixing bowls and measuring cups that not only flatten for easy
storage, but also actually work, found our Kitchen Appliances
Lab. The best of the bunch is the salad spinner. The collapsible one
isn’t quite as effective as the traditional version, but it comes close
enough to make it well worth your, oh, three inches of cabinet space.
We love the Squish Colander (above), $20, Chef’n Small Colander, $12,
and Prepworks Salad Spinner, $33, all from amazon.com.

Stylish Safety Solution
It’s a chic necklace that you can also wear as a belt
or a handbag strap (Lflect, $47). It happens to be
highly reflective and protective — even looks a bit
Chanel-inspired! Come evening, it’s the fashionable
equivalent of those orange safety vests, which
you’d never wear. We also like the pretty, reflective
gear from Vespertine and Pedviz.

price check Best-selling Books
hardcover | the book of life
by Deborah Harkness
The thrilling long-anticipated finale to the
popular, time-bending All Souls trilogy.
paperback | gone girl
by Gillian Flynn
Last chance to read this suspense-filled
book-club favorite before the film hits
theaters this month!
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Candy Crush, you’ve
been dethroned. The
hottest apps these
days are healthrelated. So we
looked at over two
dozen that claim to
check your eyesight.
Only one was worth
installing: Vision Test
by Essilor. It helps
you screen for
acuity, astigmatism,
color blindness and
more. Plus, it gives
good eye-care
advice and is easy to
use. Still, take note:
It doesn’t replace a
visit to an actual eye
doctor (a.k.a. a
human being)!

